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Washington DC on Monday threw out a lawsuit filed by conservative activist Steven Crowder, who
claimed he was wrongfully fired for tweeting anti-Muslim videos in which he called Muslim people
'bigots' and'sharia Nazis'. In a 2-1 decision, the US Court of Appeals for the DC circuit upheld
Crowder's dismissal on grounds that he had violated the terms of his contract. On one level, this
decision is positive in that it helps clear a path towards a national standard for the rights of employees
to use social media in the workplace. On another level, this is a sad day because it involves an
employee being fired simply for expressing his own opinions - a right that is guaranteed in the US
Constitution. A free society is one that protects the free speech rights of its people, not one that
destroys them. Stand up for free speech Crowder should be allowed to express his right to political
speech online in the same way that his employer is allowed to fire him for expressing his religious
beliefs. Before his firing, Steven Crowder was a well-respected and productive member of society,
who brought joy to millions of people online, including me. He did not threaten violence or harm, he
simply spoke his mind and his employer disagreed with his views. Everyone deserves to be heard in
the marketplace of ideas, even if you disagree with them. I hope the US Supreme Court takes up this
case and sees it as a shining example of the importance of freedom of speech in America. In the
meantime, I urge you to stand up for your free speech rights by signing my petition to Congress that
we enshrine the First Amendment right to freedom of speech in law. Add your name here. First
Amendment: The Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances. For more
information, visit www.petition-online
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crack installer by product key? Autodesk
does not do anything that would allow people
to find cracked software on their site. Cracks
are provided to people that buy the cracked
version. If you have a license, then it is
probably somewhere else - perhaps in your
activation USB key or in some email or
dropbox storage. If it is cracked, then you
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from Autodesk. You would need to contact
Autodesk (or whoever has sold you your
license) and ask them to return your license
and/or restore it. China's powerful 3D device
maker, Digitimes is reporting that Intel is
now in talks to use Baidu's voice
identification and face recognition
technology to verify users for the new
Windows 10 operating system. We've
mentioned the close ties between Baidu and
Intel previously, with the two companies now
having plans to invest billions of dollars in the
internet's next generation of big data
infrastructure. First off, Baidu is reported by
Digitimes to be working on an "enterprise
brand experience" platform that will feature a
massive collection of voice and face data.
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According to the report, Baidu will also
provide users the ability to verify their
identity and gain access to certain websites
and services by creating a digital signature
which can be identified by Intel's VeriSense
technology. In a post on Baidu's official
website, it states: Users can then login to an
online terminal using the Microsoft-branded
operating system or other third-party OSes,
using their voice as their default sign-on
method and password. The users’ biometric
information is stored as a “digital signature,”
according to the internet giant, and the
system verifies their identity to ensure that
they are a genuine user. When they log in,
their personal data is encrypted and sent to
Baidu’s “Smart Web Bureau.” This isn't the
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first time that Baidu's facial recognition
technology has been linked to Intel. Back in
April it was revealed that Intel has been
working with Baidu to develop facial
recognition capabilities that could eventually
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